
SECURITY AND STABILITY IN AN UNSTABLE ENVIRONMENT
Several years ago, I found myself in an environment that I never anticipated working in when I 
got into building networks. I was approximately 1000 meters underground, in a potash mine. 
We had driven a small jeep-like vehicle for nearly 40 minutes underground to arrive at one of 
the furthest reaches of the mine, where a large vehicle like a tank with massive drill bits on 
the front, called a borer, was tearing raw ore out of the earth to harvest the precious 
resource which helps grow food around the world.  

Since then, I have designed and implemented many networks in these sites, both below 
ground and in surface operations; including large product mills, train load-out facilities, and 
typical office environments. In March of 2016, I had been asked if it was possible to 
implement a small WLAN on the borer, which could be used to access the multitude of IP 
based equipment mounted on the machine, for maintenance and troubleshooting. The 
underground crew were finding it cumbersome to climb into some of the space-restricted 
cabinets on the machine in order to plug in an Ethernet cable, and relished the thought of 
being able to drive up and have a laptop associate automatically, allowing them to access 
motors, PLCs, switches, and so on, without having to leave the vehicle.  

The crew were concerned about the limitation that their current WLANs were centrally 
managed and switched, effectively putting client STAs in VLANs which were homed at the 
WLC. The first goal of the borer WLAN was to simplify troubleshooting in the event that there 
was a problem, including one where the uplink to the main network was down. In the current 
configuration, this scenario would result in the AP stopping service of the WLANs while it was 
unable to communicate with the WLC. In the past, autonomous APs had occasionally been 
used to overcome this connectivity requirement, but there had been issues with WPA/WPA2-
Personal secured WLANs with crew persons bringing personal handheld devices and using the 
Wi-Fi to access areas of the Internet which were not appropriate for the workplace. This 
required passphrases to be changed frequently, which had become an administrative burden. 

I was familiar with Cisco’s FlexConnect local switching feature, but had yet to implement 
local authentication or allow authentications without a connection to the WLC. However, from 
the CWNP courseware I knew some of the ways this situation could be handled. Knowing the 
theory, I needed only to confirm how to configure local authentication on Cisco’s WLANs 
specifically.  

With an hour or two of research in the documentation, I configured a proof-of-concept lab at 
the office, setting up an AP and WLAN with local switching, and using WPA2 Personal 
authentication, to avoid needing a local RADIUS server for EAP either on the AP or on the 
borer. I configured the WLAN to require the use of AES-CCMP encryption and not allow TKIP. 
Local authentication would allow the AP to simply cache the pre-shared key locally in order to 
authenticate client associations in the event the WLC was not reachable. Keeping APs in 
lightweight (or CAPWAP) mode meant it would be a simple process to change the passphrase 
from which the pre-shared key was derived for all APs should it become compromised again. 

Each borer machine was a small layer 3 routed network of its own, as years ago I had worked 
with this site to modularize the borer network to allow it to be easily moved to other areas of 



the mine without the need to reconfigure IP equipment with new addressing. As a result, each 
borer network used unique VLAN numbers and subnets. With each AP assigned to a particular 
borer, using the WLC to maintain a central configuration simplified setting 802.1Q VLAN tag 
associations for each borer AP to the WLAN, which needed only to be configured once. 

I brought the configuration on-site and we tested it in the underground shop area, confirming 
how service continued on locally switched WLANs when the AP’s registration to the WLC was 
lost. New associations were still allowed while the AP was in the standalone mode, and when 
connectivity to the WLC was restored, the AP re-registered and normal operation was restored 
for centrally switched WLANs as well.  

The final step was to install the test AP into one of those space-restricted cabinets on the 
borer and choose a suitable antenna. In this particular situation, the most important factor 
was the antenna height. As one might imagine, a large machine digging tunnels in the earth 
does not have a lot of height clearance for an antenna. The operator cab of the borer also 
raises and lowers to afford the operator a better view depending on the conditions.  A short 
height 4 dBi omni-directional was chosen and the clearance was measured at the highest 
possible cab elevation to ensure the AP would not be the highest point of the borer at any 
time.  

The CWDP courseware taught me how important it is to pay attention to environmental 
considerations such as these, while the CWSP concepts were important in understanding the 
security considerations, and taught me to discuss security policies like acceptable use, 
password and monitoring policies with the client. We’ve since deployed several borer WLANs 
and more awareness has been created about the acceptable use and password policies which 
has reduced instances of the WPA2 passphrase being compromised.


